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Introduction :

The names of SUKIRA-SUDHIRA appear as a dual compound word in the
works of Vijayaraksita and Dalhana (MiL ni. 1. 1. 2; Suo u. 58-64). Dalhana
indicates that they followed Kartikakunda. However. Sudhj ra seems to hold indi-
vidual views in the works of Dalhana (Su. Ci. I, 27; Ci. i, 74_75). as well as in
commentary on the work of Tisatacarya by his son Candrata. Candrata even
went to the extent of saying that it would be an uncalled for effort on the part of
anyone to attempt to comment particularly when the works of Bhattara, Jejjata
and Sudhlra on Caraka samhita are extant."! Candratas statement proves that
Sudh ira was commentator of Carakasamhita. Citings of Dalhana lend support to
believe that Susruta Samhita also might have been commented upon by Sudhira.
Nothing is particularly known of Sukjra except that he was a follower of Kartika.,
kunda along with Sudhlra. The study of their works reflects the contemporary view
points and the correlations of ideas with that of Kartikakunda and other commen-
tators. Dalhana-s remarks on Susruta.Cikitsa Sthana 1. 27. provide a glimpse of
the independent view of Sudhjra on the dietetics particularly with reference to
compatibility or otherwise. which is different from that of Gayadasa and Jejjeta
for ulcers. This will be helpful guideline to the study on Gayadasa, a commentator
of the late medieval period. contemporary to Kartikakun da. Isvarasena, Vakula,
kara, Sukira, Sudhira etc.

It is disappointing that none of the work accounts of these two commenta-
tors from which biographical details could be built up are available, and the
meagre conclusions drawn are only based on the fragmentary evidences of the
later authorities.

Sukira

The epithet -Vaidya' appears in Vijayaraksita's work with the name of Sukjra,
Dalhana mentions Sukira and Sudhira simply in the form of a compound word.
This is reminiscent of the usage of names of Va kula and ISvarasena as a dual
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compound ward Vakulesvarasena who also held ideas and· views that synchronise
with Kartikakund a as observable in the works of Vrjayaraksita and Dalhana.
Sukjra's work perhaps must be extant at that time.

Sudbira

Sudhira _was also mentioned 'Vaidya' by Vijayaraksita, Dalhan a and Candrata
refer to Sudhira in their works with a tone of appreciation. Ca n drat a in the
beginning of his commentary on Cikitsa Kalika states that the work of Sudhjra is
acclairnable as parallel to that of Bhatt ara and Jejjata on Caraka Samhita and
any attempt by anyone else to comment on this work is uncalled for. This is a
compliment to the proficiency attributed to his capacity.

It cm be understood from Dalhana's remarks that Sudhjra was a commen-
tator of Susruta Samhit a also. It is seen through the commentary of Dalhan a on
Susruta (Cikitsa Sthana 1. 27) that Sudh ira held an independent view on dietary
regimen in case of ulcers which is different from Gayadasa and Jejjata, In a
passage from Dalhan as work on Susruta (Cikitsa Sthana, I, 74-75) an evidence
of similarity of views held by Sudb ira and Gayad asa are described and one might
say that Gayad asa consulted the work of Sudh lra while writing his work. 2 From
Dalhan a's remarks on Susruta (Uttaratantra 56, 58-64). it is clear that both
SukIra and Sudhjra followed the views of Kartikakund a and his views were
considered as a pronouncement from a seer (ar~a). 3 These remarks of Sukjra .>

Sudh ira solve controversy relating to the originality of this section of Susruta
Sarnhita which was held by some as an interpolatiou.e

The Date of Sudhira:

The references of Dalha na (Susruta Cikitsa Sthana I, 27 and Susruta Utta ,
ra ta ntra 58, 58-64) may be considered as evidences to fix the period of Sudhira,
Candrat a "s reference to Sudhira in the beginning of his commentary on his father's
work i Cikitsa Kalika-.is another additional evidence. From these it can be deduced
that Sudhira l ive d earlier to Dalhana and Candrata and his must have been a
popular famous w irk of the time. Candrata, son of Tisata wrote a commentary on
the work of his father who was identified to be the son of Vagbhata. 5 This,

2. -Atra Sudhira - qa sarvavran nam sariraganGnam samanyenokto vidhih Kasmat, Do~avise~at;
aviSis'.ahi vatapitta Slesma:n'o dusakah sariranamagantunam ca vrnaanarn: uktamca, 'kalantarCll}a-

~. , ... . -. -'
dosoraplavavisesacchariravat pratikarah'" iti; etc. Gayatusarva vrananarn vidradbyadyasesa
vr~nanam ayameva vidhiruktha; dosa vi:epmape ksya karya iti.'

3. Kartikakundastvamum yogam anyathapathati vyakh\anayatica ., .........•••.. kecidcnarn anarsam
vadanti· tanna, sukira sudhiradrbhisfkaraibhi rarsatvena varnitatvat '.

4. 'r. traiv~ SuSrutena Paucasthanatm~kam prasthaninan,taram kptam.
~. "lti Vagbha.a S;inuna TiSa!adevena racitam Cikitsa Sastram" - Colophon of Cik itsji Kalikii,

B.O.R.I. 2, 14/1883.83.
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leads to the view that Sudhira was a contemporary to Tisatacarya whose date
might not be beyond 9th Century A. D. or the date of Kartikakunda whose ideas
had been followed by Sudhira as well as Sukira who perhaps might be colleagues.
Therefore. this date may be the upper limit of Sudhira and incidentally of Sukira
too. Gayadasa cited by Dalhana (Susruta Cikitsa Sthana, I, 27) differs from
Sudhira's view though there are instances of his following him (Su. ci. 1. 74-75)
faithfully at some places. The lower limit of Sudhira's date, therefore, is the date
of Gayadasa which must not be later to 10th Century A. D., as he was mentioned
by Cakrapanidatta, (Bhatt. IHQ. 23, 1947, P. 154) which helps to conclude that
Gayadasa lived prior to IOth Century A. D.

In the light of these the date of Sudhira may be fixed in the range between
9tb and 10th Century A. D., Incidentally, Sukiras date may be considered to be
within that range.

Sudblra's Ability

It is clear from the remarks of Candrata that Sudbira was an erudite comm-
entator of Caraka Samhita who equals Bhat tara and Jejjata. The passages
of Sudhira's work on Susruta Sarnhi ta quoted by Dalhana (Susruta Cikitsa
Sthana I, 27 and 1,74-75) strengthen this observation; Sudhira appears to be an
expert surgeon of his time with thorough knowledge on the basic principles of medi-
cal science.

The dietetic regimen prescribed by him in cases of ulcers and the indepen,
dent views expressed in the interpretations accepted by his followers establish his
ability in the profession. From Susruta Uttarasthana 58-64, it can be inferred that
he maintained the tradi tion of Tantrayukti. Sudhira maintained this traditional
approach in interpretation with extra-ordinary ability, characteristic of the period
to which he belonged, and proved a genius as a commentator.

SUMMARY

Sukira-Sudhira mentioned by a dual compound by Vijayaraks ita and Dalhana
were commentators of Vfddbatrayi who lived between 9th and l Oth Century A.D ..
The lack of the extant works calls for search for evidence from later authorities
and sources to fix their date as well as to know the ability in their profession.
Works of Candrata, Dalhana and Vijayarak s ita occupy an important place in
this respect.
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